
Make:Make: Benetti
Length:Length: 203 ft
Price:Price: $ 29,950,000
Year:Year: 2010
Condition:Condition: Used

Boat Name:Boat Name: MINE
GAMES

Hull Material:Hull Material: Steel
Draft:Draft: 11 ft 5 in
Number of Engines:Number of Engines: 2
Fuel Type:Fuel Type: Diesel
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Cruising Speed:Cruising Speed: 15 kn
Max Speed:Max Speed: 17 kn
Range:Range: 7000 nmi
LOA:LOA: 203 ft 5 in
Length on Deck:Length on Deck: 203 ft 5 in
Beam:Beam: 34 ft 2 in
Max Draft:Max Draft: 11 ft 5 in
Dry Weight:Dry Weight: 1026 lb

Fuel Tanks #:Fuel Tanks #: 1
Fuel Tanks Capacity:Fuel Tanks Capacity: 150000

gal
Fresh Water Tanks #:Fresh Water Tanks #: 1
Fresh Water Tanks Capacity:Fresh Water Tanks Capacity: 5283

gal
Number of Cabins:Number of Cabins: 6
Number of Heads:Number of Heads: 11

Engine Make:Engine Make: MTU
Engine Model:Engine Model: 12V4000

Engine Year:Engine Year: 2010
Hours:Hours: 2132

The "MINE GAMES"The "MINE GAMES"
MINE GAMES is a 62 meter (203 ft.) Benetti motoryacht comprised of a steel hull with an
aluminum superstructure. She was built to comply to BV, MCA and ABS A1 E AMS MCA
standards.

Notable features include an elevator that accesses all of the decks, Quantum at Rest Zero
Speed stabilizers, an air-conditioned or open air gymnasium, a baby grand piano, a beach
garage, a fuel efficient bulbous bow and a helicopter landing pad.

Timeless styling, beautiful furnishings and sumptuous seating feature throughout to create an
elegant and comfortable atmosphere.

Her interior layout sleeps up to 12 guests in 6 en suite staterooms, including a master suite, 1
VIP stateroom, 3 double cabins and 1 twin cabin. She is also capable of carrying up to 14 crew
onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience.

With a cruising speed of 14 knots and a top speed of 16 knots, MINE GAMES boasts a range
of 8,000 nautical miles.

*Full specifications, general arrangement, and pictures presentation available upon request.

*Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

MeasurementsMeasurements

PropulsionPropulsion

Engine #1Engine #1
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Primary Engines:Primary Engines: Inboard
Location:Location: Port

Power:Power: 1800 hp

Engine Make:Engine Make: MTU
Engine Model:Engine Model: 12V4000
Primary Engines:Primary Engines: Inboard
Location:Location: Starboard

Engine Year:Engine Year: 2010
Hours:Hours: 2134
Power:Power: 1800 hp

Engine #2Engine #2

AccommodationsAccommodations
Mine Games is a 62 meter (203 foot) Benetti motoryacht comprised of a steel hull with an
aluminum superstructure. She was built to comply to BV, MCA and ABS A1 E AMS MCA
standards. Notable features include: an elevator that accesses all of the decks, Quantum at
Rest Zero Speed stabilizers, an air-conditioned or open air gymnasium, a baby grand piano, a
beach garage, a fuel efficient bulbous bow and a helicopter landing pad.

Mine Games offers accommodations for twelve to fourteen (12-14) guests. The owner’s main
deck three-room master suite’s private salon, a VIP cabin on the bridge deck, three double
cabins, two of which have a Pullman berth, and one twin stateroom on the lower deck.

Situated forward on the main deck, the master suite private salon is comprised of a dressing
room, office area and large lounge area, his and hers bathrooms and a raised bedroom with
doors that open to the exterior foredeck area. She is also capable of carrying up to sixteen (16)
crew.

Owner Guest CabinsOwner Guest Cabins
The owner’s main deck’s three room master suite’s private salon is located on the forward area
of the main deck and is full beam. The owner’s private salon is accessed forward of the main
foyer on the starboard side through a dressing area with a spacious wardrobe and a sofa.

Upon entering the owner’s salon area there is a taupe sofa with painted black sequins frames
and four ottomans located in the center of the room which can be configured as one desires.
Bookshelves are placed along the sides of the lounge area and an office desk and desktop
computer with an armchair are positioned on the port side of the cabin. The cabin features the
classic lines of the yacht design with furniture in mahogany and gold-plated inserts. It also
features ceilings with spot lights and cream colored upholstery.
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Forward between the master lounge and the entrance to the bedroom are two bathrooms to
port (his) and starboard (hers). The port side bath has a Jacuzzi tub. The raised master
bedroom is located forward. The cabin is well illuminated by natural light due to the size and
number of the windows as well as an overhead round skylight with retractable shading. The
owner’s stateroom is richly decorated with a prevalence of gold details and art works which are
carried throughout the yacht.

Guest StateroomsGuest Staterooms
The main foyer stairs or elevator allow access to the four guest cabins located on the
lower deck. The three double cabins are fitted with a queen-size bed, a desk, an armchair, a
walk-in wardrobe and a bathroom with bathtub.

In each stateroom a crocodile pattern appears on brown and green leather walls. The Forward
Starboard guest stateroom is also fitted with a Pullman bed. The port forward cabin has twin
beds, a Pullman bed, a generous wardrobe and a bathroom with shower.

An additional stateroom is also present on the sky lounge deck on the starboard side. This is
the VIP stateroom with a comfortable king size bed, a sofa, a large wardrobe and a desk with
chair. The bathroom is equipped with a Jacuzzi bathtub.

Main AreasMain Areas
The interior displays burl wood panels, to countless Swarovski crystals embedded in
black lacquer furniture. The décor features many custom design details, such as the dining
room chandelier containing dozens of crystals set at varying lengths to diffuse the LED back
lighting across 12 rounded, upholstered dining room chairs. There is a selection of fine Italian
marbles throughout the yacht (including Botticino, yellow Siena and gold Calacatta).

Main SalonMain Salon
The main salon consists of the aft area bar area, table, sofas, loose chairs and the fwd dining
salon. The main salon area is composed by two large sofas, four armchairs and two coffee
tables located opposite one another. There is a bar area located near the sliding doors aft port
side, equipped with a small fridge and an ice maker.

Dining AreaDining Area
The dining salon is divided from the sofa area by a central pop/up television console and it is
comprised by a black lacquered dining table with 12 guests’ seats and a stunning crystal
chandelier.
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Pantry Main DeckPantry Main Deck
Forward of the port side door of the dining salon is the main pantry equipped with a Miele
coffee machine, a Zanussi glass washer, an Hoshizaki ice maker, a Santos fruit mixer and a
Euro Cave wine cellar. The pantry leads forward into the galley and is also connected by a
staircase to the crew area. There is also another staircase leading to the upper pantry and a
door to the main foyer.

GalleyGalley
The galley is located forward of the main deck port side pantry. This area is spacious and
is equipped with quality equipment. To port is a dual sink area with perimeter cabinetry.
Located center located is an island with a dumb waiter lift just forward. To starboard is the
stove top and ovens. Located starboard aft is the refrigerator and freezer storage.

Appliances:

2 Zanussi Refrigerator / freezers
2 Zanussi Ovens
1 Fan Extractors
6 Zanussi induction hobs
1 Zanussi Grill
1 Zanussi Fryer
1 AEG Microwave
1 Zanussi Dishwasher
1 Hoshizaki Ice maker

Crew Area & MessCrew Area & Mess
The six crew cabins are located on the lower deck forward. They are each outfitted with two
beds and bathrooms. Located a deck below the crew quarters is the crew mess area which is
spacious and well laid out. The crew mess features two large seven seater sofas, located on
the sides of the room with wooden tables and chairs.

The room is also equipped with cabinets and a galley area with a television system that
includes a flatscreen Sharp TV, satellite receiver and Denon amplifier, a AEG microwave, a
Miele refrigerator, a Miele dishwasher, a Saeco coffee machine, a ships monitoring system
and a ships fire detection alarm control panel. Aft of the crew mess is the laundry facility,
equipped with three Zanussi washers, three Zanussi dryers and a roller Miele.
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Walk In Fridge & FreezerWalk In Fridge & Freezer
The yacht is provided with a refrigeration compartment that is able to maintain a minimum
temperature of 0°C and a freezer compartment that is able to maintain a minimum temperature
of 25 °C. The refrigerator and freezer compartments are of walk-in type with and doors are
openable also from the inside in case of emergency. The interior walls of the cold rooms are
lined with stainless steel plating. Stainless steel shelves with adjustable shelving are installed
in each compartment two compressors are installed and serve each room.

Main Deck FoyerMain Deck Foyer
The starboard door of the dining area leads to the sumptuous main foyer appointed with a
marble floor, two bronze sculptures, a spacious elevator, a day head, an entry door to the
owner suite, staircases down to the lower guest cabins or up to the skylounge salon.

SkyloungeSkylounge
The sky lounge is located on the upper deck and is fitted with corner sofas, armchairs, a
television system, a baby grand piano and an aft door which leads to the exterior dining area.

The forward area of the salon is comprised by a bar area outfitted with bar furniture, bar stools,
a small refrigerator, an ice maker and sink. The forward starboard door of the skylounge salon
leads to the upper lobby where the elevator, a day head and an entry into the VIP cabin are
located.

Forward of the salon to the port side is the upper pantry. This area is equipped with domestic
equipment such as an AEG fridge/freezer, an AEG Microwave, a Zanussi dishwasher, a Miele
coffee machine, a Hoshizaki ice maker, and a small Alessi vacuum.

BridgeBridge
Forward of the upper lobby area is the bridge deck comprised of the captain’s cabin with
a double bed, desk with chair and bathroom with shower. Off to starboard of the cabin is the
radio room equipped with a desk, chair and cabinets. The wheelhouse is forward of the radio
room and is well laid out with a central guest sofa and a well equipped dashboard fitted with
the navigation electronics.

Navigational Equipment:Navigational Equipment:

MNX
420 Navigation System (with AIS)
MNX
420 Navigation System (without AIS)
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B&G H3000 speed log
Furuno echo sounder FE700
CPlath magnetic compass
Sperry Marine Navipilot V HSC heading control system
Perry Marine Navigat X Mk 1 Digital Gyrocompass
Perry Marine Naviknot speed log
Furuno Xband radar
Furuno Sband radar
Transas ECDIS 3000 navigational system

Radio Equipment:Radio Equipment:

2 x Sailor Handheld GMDSS VHF
2x Sailor C4901 fixed GMDSS VHF
Icom Areonuatical VHF
Sailor MF/HF CU5100
Furuno NAVTEX NX700
Sailor 6006 INXARSATC Message terminal and printer
Sailor TT satellite phone

Signaling equipment:Signaling equipment:

Kahlenberg T3A air horn
Searchlight, type Sanshin
Cordless spotlight (500,000 candelas) / signaling lamp
DHR navigation lights
Ship’s bell an signaling shapes

SundeckSundeck
The sun deck is accessed from either the elevator, aft of the sky lounge deck from the port
side staircase or through the port side crew pantry staircase. Entering from the aft staircase
there is a raised helicopter deck located center aft which can be utilized as a lounge/
sunbathing area with loose outdoor furniture and covered awnings.

Forward of the helicopter deck/lounge area is a round dining table to center with an updated
television area just forward. Starboard of the dining area is an updated bar area with teak bar
top.

The gym is located in the center of the sun deck and can be accessed either the port or
starboard side via the retractable doors. The spacious glass walled air-conditioned gymnasium
is equipped with a new standalone treadmill, Smith lifting gym, free weights and yoga
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equipment, a television and audio video system. The gym area also contains a toilet and
Turkish bath with shower. The gym can be accessed via the elevator.

Forward of the gymnasium is the Jacuzzi area. The Jacuzzi is located on a stepped platform
central with sunbathing areas to port as starboard. There is also a mirrored seating area with
tables to either side.

Engine RoomEngine Room
The Engine Room is located toward the aft, and it is featured by the presence of the
main engines along with its subsidiary machinery, the diesel generators, pumps, compressors,
piping and all components of the main systems on board.

An Engine Control Room is also located towards the aft, and through the glass window
installed on the bulkhead, it is possible to have a visual control of the engine room. The room
is equipped with aluminum panels insulated with mineral wool and the interior is lined with
micro-perforated panels in order to reduce the noise of the engine room. Four main
switchboards and monitors to control the vital parameters of all the electrical system are
installed within the Engine Control Room.

Mine Games was built to have a 5,000nm range, but has exceeded that by an additionalMine Games was built to have a 5,000nm range, but has exceeded that by an additional 2,0002,000
nm at 12 knots. The significant change to the original 60m design being stretchednm at 12 knots. The significant change to the original 60m design being stretched by twoby two
meters and the addition of the bulbous bow created a longer waterline and moremeters and the addition of the bulbous bow created a longer waterline and more economicaleconomical
performance.performance.

Tenders & ToysTenders & Toys
7m Castoldi 23ft 315HP jet drive
4.45m Williams tender – 14.ft Diesel jet
Zodiac recuse tender
2 x Yamaha VX Cruiser Waverunners (3 man)
2 x Waverunners (2 man)
Exercise equipment
Free weights

ElectricalElectrical
Stabilizers at Anchor: Quantum Marine
Diesel Generators: 1 x Northern light 150 Kw 50Hz Running hrs: 6366
1 x Northern light 200 Kw 50Hz Running hrs: 2661 (Rebuilt 09/2016)(Rebuilt 09/2016)
1 x Northern light 90 Kw 50Hz Running hrs: 220
Water Makers 2 x Idromar MC13S hrs: WTMK #1 948/ WTMK #2 898
Tanks capacity F.O. 150.000 lt, F.W. 38.000 lt
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UpgradesUpgrades
SundeckSundeck

Outdoor television upgraded to larger one modifying cabinetry to fit
Superstructure on sundeck cut back to allow better view and more open air
Gym new standalone treadmill, Smith lifting gym, free weights and Yoga equipment
Carbon fiber awning and sunbrella shade system sundeck aft
New Tucci Umbrellas for Jacuzzi area
Bar and Table re-finished with teak tops
New rattan furniture throughout sundeck
New weather resistant cushions and covers
Airplay option added to sundeck entertainment system

Bridge Deck AftBridge Deck Aft

New cushions and covers
Rattan style furniture

Main Deck and GarageMain Deck and Garage

New cushions and covers
New furniture added
All tenders refurbished
Additions to the beach club include:

New Williams 445 tender
2 x new seadoo 260 jetskis
Golf ball driving matt and biodegradable balls
2 x standup paddle boards
4 x Aqualung dive kits with mask to mask and ship intercom system
Full beach setup including Olympic volleyball net and beach awning dinner setup
Various water sports and inflatables

SuperstructureSuperstructure

New vinyl wrap on super structure
Tinting of all exterior windows
Modification to superstructure on sundeck
Ditec polish system in place
New fender hooks and mooring lines

BridgeBridge
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Upgrade of navigation to Transas 4000
Addition of Nobeltec chart system
Installation of bridge navigation watch alert system

Work CompletedWork Completed
Bottom Paint September 2016
Main shafts dialed in September 2016
Stabilizers, Fins, Shafts and Bearings Replaced Sept 2016
200KW Generator Rebuilt Sept 2016
Air-conditioning piping insulation replaced in engine room September 2016

DisclaimerDisclaimer
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the
accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his
agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel
is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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